Abstract
Introduction
Software pipelining is an instruction scheduling technique that exploits the instruction level parallelism of loops by overlapping successive iterations of the loop and executing them in parallel. Finding the optimal schedule is an NP-complete problem and there are several works that DroDose and evaluate differ- resource. Therefore, if a scheduling requires more registers than available, some actions, such as adding spill code, have to be performed. The addition of spill code, can degrade performance [15] due to additional cycles in the scheduling, or due to memory interferences.
The problems introduced by the high register requirements of aggressive scheduling techniques, together with the trend of increasing ILP in current microprocessors [9, 241, have led to scheduling research oriented to minimize the register requirements (in part due to the limited number of registers that existing architectures have, and in part due to the limitations in chip area and especially access time, that re ister files with a high number of registers will impos$. In this direction there are also proposals for alternative register file organizations [22, 4, 141.
In order to achieve maximum performance, scheduling algorithms that reduce the register pressure while scheduling for high throughput are of high interest. Huff's Slack Scheduling [lo] is an heuristic technique that attempts to address this concern. SPILP [8] is an integer linear programming formulation of the scheduling problem that obtains the optimal resourceconstrained schedule, with minimal buffer requirements. In [7] a linear programming formulation that obtains optimum schedules with the minimum register requirements is presented. Unfortunately heuristic strategies do not always obtain the optimum results and linear programming methods require a much higher time to construct the schedules than heuristic methods.
This paper presents Hypernode Reduction Modulo Scheduling (HRMS), a heuristic strategy that tries to shorten loop variant lifetimes, without sacrificing performance. The main part of HRMS is the ordering strategy. The ordering phase orders the nodes before scheduling them, so that only predecessors or successors of a node can be scheduled before it is scheduled (except for recurrences). During the scheduling step the nodes are scheduled as soon/late as possible, if predecessors/successors have been previously scheduled.
This strate y has been tested with a set of loops taken from [8f and compared against three leading scheduling strategies. These three strategies are the previous mentioned Slack and SPILP together with FRLC [23] which is an heuristic strategy which does not take into consideration the register requirements.
Experimental results show that HRMS obtains better schedules than the other heuristic strategies, with a comparable scheduling time. On the other hand, HRMS produces similar results to SPILP, but requires up to 2 orders of magnitude less time than SPILP to produce the schedules. In addition, HRMS is compared against a Top-Down scheduler [15] and characterized in terms of quality of the generated schedules and the computational cost on a test-bench of over a thousand loops from the Perfect Club Benchmark Suite [3] that account for 78% of the execution time of the Perfect Club.
In Section 2 an example is used to illustrate the problems that most strategies have, and shows how our strategy shortens lifetimes, and reduces register pressure. Section 3 describes our proposal (HRMS .
nally, Section 5 states our conclusions.
2
Section 4 presents the experiments performed, and tl -
Overview of software pipelining and motivating example
In a software pipelined loop the schedule for an iteration is divided into stages so that the execution of consecutive iterations which are in distinct stages is overlapped. The number of stages in one iteration is termed stage count(SC). The number of cycles between the initiation of successive iterations (i.e. the number of cycles per stage) in a software pipelined scheduling is termed the Initiation Interval(I1) [20] .
The Initiation Interval II between two successive iterations is bounded either by loop-carried dependences in the graph (RecMII) or by resource constraints of the architecture (ResMII ). This lower bound on the II is termed the Minimum Initiation Interval (MI1 Values used in a loop correspond either to loopinvariant variables or to loop-variant variables. Loopinvariants are repeatedly used but never defined during loop execution. Loop-invariants, have only one value for all iterations of the loop, therefore each one requires one register for all the execution of the loop irrespective of the scheduling and the machine configuration.
For loop-variants, a value is generated in each iteration of the loop and, therefore, there is a different lifetime corresponding to each iteration. Because of the nature of software pipelining, lifetimes of values defined in an iteration, can overlap with lifetimes of values defined in subsequent iterations. In addition, for values with a lifetime larger than the II new values are generated before the previous one is used, overwriting it.
One approach to fix this problem is to provide some form of register renaming so that successive definitions of a value use distinct registers. Renaming can be performed at com ile time by using modulo variable expansion [ variable that exist in the unrolled kernel. A rotating register file can be used to solve this problem without replicating code, renaming different instantiations of a loop-variant at execution time [5] .
Motivating example
Consider the dependence graph of Figure 1 , and an architecture where all the operations can be executed by any functional unit (i.e. general-purpose functional units). Assume that there are 4 pipelined units, and that the execution latency is 2. Since the graph in Figure 1 has no recurrence circuits, its initiation interval is constrained only by the available resources
In many approaches, the lifetimes of some values can be unnecessarily large. As an example, Figure 2a shows a top-down scheduling, and Figure 3a a bottomup scheduling for the example graph.
In the top-down scheduling, node E is scheduled before node F. Since E has no predecessors it can be placed at any cycle, but in order not to delay any possible successor, it is placed as soon as possible. Figure  2b shows the lifetimes of loop variants for the topdown scheduling assuming that a value is alive from the beginning of the producer operation to the beginning of the last consumer. Notice that loop variant V5 has an unnecessary large lifetime due to the early placement of E during the scheduling.
In the bottom-up approach E is scheduled after F, therefore it is placed as late as possible reducing the lifetime of V5 (Figure 3b Unfortunately C is schedpredecessor it is scheduled as late as possible. Notice that the V2 has an unnecessary large lifetime due to the late placement of C.
In the strategy we propose, an operation will be ready for scheduling even if some of its predecessors and successors have not been scheduled. The only condition (to be guaranteed by the pre-ordering step) is that when an operation is scheduled, the partial schedule contains only predecessors or successors or none of them, but not both of them (in the absence of recurrences). The ordering is done with the aim that all operations have a previously scheduled reference op- Notice that node F will be scheduled before nodes {E, G}, a predecessor and a successor respectively, and that the partial scheduling will contain only a predecessor (D) of F, With this scheduling order, both C and E (the two conflicting operations in the top-down and bottom-up strategies) have a reference operation already scheduled, when they are placed in the partial schedule. Figure 4a shows the final scheduling for one iteration. Operation A will be scheduled in cycle 0. Operation B , which depends on A, will be scheduled in cycle 2. Then C and later D, are scheduled in cycle 4. At this point, operation F is scheduled as soon as possible, i.e. at cycle 6 (because it depends on D>, but there are no available resources at this cycle, so it is delayed to cycle 7. Now the scheduler places operation E as late as possible in the scheduling because there is a successor of E previously placed in the partial scheduling, thus operation E is placed at cycle 5.
And finally, since operation G has a predecessor previously scheduled, it is placed as soon as possible in the scheduling, i.e. at cycle 9. Figure 4b shows the lifetimes of loop variants. Notice that neither C nor E have been placed too late and too early respectively, because the scheduler always takes previously scheduled operations as a reference point. Since F has been scheduled before E, the scheduler has a reference operation to calculate a late start cycle for E. Figure 4d shows the number of alive registers in the kernel (Figure 4c ) during the steady state phase of the execution of the loop. There are 6 alive registers in the first row and 5 in the second, therefore, the loop variants require only 6 registers. In contrast the top-down schedule requires 8 registers and the bottom-up schedule requires 7 registers.
The following section describes the algorithm that orders the nodes before scheduling, and the scheduling step.
Hypernode Reduction Modulo
The dependences of an innermost loop can be rep- To software pipeline a loop, the scheduler must handle cyclic dependences caused by recurrence circuits. A recurrence circuit from an operation to an instance of itself s1 iterations later, must not be stretched beyond s1 x 11. In addition, placing an operation U at a cycle tu commits its associated resources for cycles tu + s x 11, vs.
HRMS solves these problems by splitting the scheduling into two steps: A pre-ordering step that orders nodes and, the actual scheduling, that sched- ules nodes (once at a time) in the order given by the pre-ordering step. The pre-ordering step orders the nodes of the dependence graph with the goal of scheduling the loop with an II as close as possible to MI1 and using the minimum number of registers. It gives priority to recurrence circuits in order not to stretch any recurrence circuit. It also ensures that, when a node is scheduled, the current partial scheduling contains only predecessors or successors of the node, but never both (unless the node is the last node of a recurrence circuit to be scheduled).
The ordering step assumes that the dependence graph, G = (V, E , 6, A), to be ordered is a connected component. If G is not a connected component it is decomposed into a set of connected components {Gj}, each Gj is ordered separately and finally the lists of nodes of all Gj are concatenated giving a higher priority to the Gi with a more restrictive recurrence circuit(in terms of RecMII).
Next the pre-ordering step is presented. First we will assume that the dependence graph has no recurrence circuits (Section 3.1), and in Section 3.2 we introduce modifications in order to deal with recurrence circuits. Finally Section 3.3 presents the scheduling step.
Pre-ordering of graphs without recurrence circuits
To order the nodes of a graph, an initial node, that we call Hypernode, is selected. In an iterative process, all the nodes in the dependence graph are reduced to this Hypernode. The reduction of a set of nodes to the Hypernode consists of deleting the set of edges among the nodes of the set and the Hypernode, replacing the edges between the rest of the nodes and the reduced set of nodes by edges between the rest of the nodes and the Hypernode, and finally deleting the set of nodes Figure 6 ) to the Hypernode, and the subgraph which contains them is topologically sorted. The topological sort determines the partial order of predecessors (successors), which is appended to the ordered list of nodes. The predecessors are topologically sorted using the algorithm we name PALA. The PALA algorithm is like an ALAP As Late As Possible) algorithm, but the list of or-6 ered nodes is inverted. The successors are topologically sorted using an ASAP (As Soon As Possible) algorithm.
As an example, consider the dependence graph in Figure 7a . Next, we illustrate the ordering of the nodes of this graph step by step. 1. Initially, the list of ordered nodes is empty (List = 0). We start by designating a node of the graph as the Hypernode (7-1 in Figure 7 ). Assume that A is the first node of the graph. The resulting graph is shown in Figure 7b Then A is appended to the list of ordered nodes (List = { A } ) .
2. In the next step the predecessors of 3t are selected. Since it has no predecessors, the successors are selected (Le. the node C). Node C is reduced to 7-1, resulting in the graph of Figure  7c and C is added to the list of ordered nodes (List = { A , C } ) .
3. The process is repeated, selecting nodes G and H. In the case of selecting multiple nodes, there can be paths connecting these nodes. The algorithm looks for the possible paths, and topologically sorts the nodes involved. Since there are no paths connecting G and H, they are added to the list (List = { A , C , G , H } ) , and reduced to the Hypernode, resulting the graph of Figure 7d . 
Pre-ordering of graphs with recur-
In order not to degrade performance when there are recurrence circuits, the ordering step is performed giving priority to the recurrence circuits with higher RecMII . The main idea is to reduce all the recurrence circuits to the Hypernode, while ordering their nodes. After this step, we have a dependence graph without recurrence circuits, with an initial Hypernode and with a partial ordering of all the nodes that were contained in recurrence circuits. Then, we order this dependence graph as shown in Subsection 3.1.
Before presenting the ordering algorithm for recurrence circuits, let us put forward some considerations about recurrences. Recurrence circuits can be classi- Once the nodes have been simplified, the actual ordering for recurrence circuits is performed. The algorithm that orders the recurrence circuits (see Figure  9 ) takes as input a list L of the recurrence subgraphs ordered by decreasing values of their RecMII . Each entry in this list is a list of the nodes traversed by the associated recurrence subgraph. Trivial recurrence circuits, i.e. dependences from an operation to itself, do not affect the preordering step since trivial recurrence circuits impose no scheduling constraints, as the scheduler previously ensured that II 2 RecMII . It 6(u,u) ). Therefore the resulting subgraph has no recurrences and can be ordered using the algorithm without recurrences presented in Subsection 3.1. The whole subgraph is reduced to the Hypernode. Then, we look for all paths between the Hypernode and the next recurrence subgraph (in order to properly use the algorithm SearchAlbPaths it is required that all the backward edges causing recurrences have been removed from the graphi. After that, the graph containing the Hypernode, t e next recurrence circuit, and all the nodes that are in paths that connect them are ordered applying the algorithm without recurrence circuits and reduced to the Hypernode. If there is no path between the Hypernode and the next recurrence circuit, any node of the recurrence circuit is reduced to the Hypernode, so that the recurrence circuit is now connected to the Hypernode.
This process is repeated until there are no more recurrence subgraphs in the list. At this point all the nodes in recurrence circuits or in paths connecting them have been ordered and reduced to the Hypernode. Therefore the graph that contains the Hypernode and the remaining nodes, is a graph without recurrence circuits, that can be ordered using the algorithm presented in the previous subsection. Figure   10b is reduced to the Hypernode 7f in the original graph (Figure loa) , we obtain the dependence graph of Figure 1Oc .
The next step is to reduce the following recurrence subgraph {G, J, M}. For this purpose the algorithm searches all the nodes that are in all possible paths between 7f and the recurrence subgraphs. Then, the graph that contains these nodes is constructed (see Figure 10d ). Since backward edges have been removed, this graph has no recurrence circuits, so it can be ordered using the algorithm presented in the previous section. When the graph has been ordered, the list of nodes is appended to the previous one resulting in the partial list (List = { A , C, D , F, I , G, J , M } .
in the graph of Figure 1Oc producing the graph of Figure 10e .
3. At this point, we have a partial ordering of the nodes belonging to recurrences, and the initial graph has been reduced to a graph without recurrence circuits (Figure 10e ). This graph without recurrence circuits is ordered as presented in Subsection 3.1. So finally the list of ordered nodes is
Then, this subgraph is reduced to the Hypemo 1 e
Scheduling step
The scheduling step places the operations in the order given by the ordering step. The scheduling tries to schedule the operations as close as possible to the neighbors that have already been scheduled. When an Qperation is to be scheduled, it is scheduled in different ways depending on the neighbors of these operations that are in the partial schedule.
If an operation U has only predecessors in the partial schedule, then U is scheduled as soon as p o s sible. In this case the scheduler computes the Early-Start of U as:
Where tu is the cycle where v has been scheduled, A, is the latency of U , 6(u,u) is the dependence distance from v to U , and PSP(u) is the set of predecessors of U that have been previously scheduled. Then the scheduler scans in the partial schedule for a free slot for the node U starting at cycle EarlyStart, until the cycle EarlyS'tart, + II -1. Notice that, due to the modulo constraint, it makes no sense to scan more than I1 cycles.
If an operation U has only successors in the partial schedule, then U is scheduled as late as possible. In this case the scheduler computes the Late-Start of U as:
Where PSS(u) is the set of mccessurs of U that have been previously scheduled. Then the scheduler scans in the partial schedule for a free slot for the node U starting at cycle LateStart, until the cycle Late-Start, -I1 + 1.
e If an operation U has predecessors and successors, then the scheduler scans the partial schedule starting at cycle EarlyStart, until the cycle min(Late-Start,, EarlyStart, + II + 1).
UEPS
If no free slots are found for a node, then the IIis increased by 1. The scheduling step is repeated with the increased II , which will have more opportunities for finding free slots. One of the advantages of our proposal is that the nodes are ordered only once, even if the scheduling step has to do several trials.
Results
HRMS has been implemented in C++ using the LEDA libraries [17] . In this section we present some results of our experimental study. We compare HRMS with other scheduling methods using a small set of dependence graphs for which there are previously published results. In addition HRMS, has been exhaustively tested and evaluated for over one thousand loops from the Perfect Club Benchmark Suite [3] . For this loops, HRMS performance is compared with that of a Top-Down scheduler.
Comparison with other scheduling
We have evaluated how well our method performs compared with 3 leading methods. The selected methods are: an heuristic method that does not take into account register requirements [23 FRLC), a life-time sensitive heuristic method [lo] {$hack) and a linear programming method [8] 
(SPILP).
We used 24 dependence graphs from [SI with a machine configuration with l FP Adder, l FP Multiplier, 1 F P Divider and 1 Load/Store unit. We have assumed a unit latency for add, subtract and store instructions, a latency of 2 for multiply and load, and a latency of 17 for divide. Table 1 compares [8] as the sum of the buffers required by each value in the loop. A value requires as many buffers as the number of times the producer instruction is issued before the issue of the last consumer. In addition, stores require one buffer. In [18] it was demonstrated that the buffer requirements provide a very tight upper bound on the total register requirements. Finally Table 3 compares the total compilation time in seconds for the four methods. Notice that HRMS is slightly slower than the two heuristic methods. But, these methods perform noticeably worse in finding a good scheduling. On the other hand, the linear programming method (SPILP) requires a much higher time to construct a scheduling that turns out to have similar performance as the scheduling produced by HRMS. In fact, most of the time spent by SPILP is due to L vermore Loop 23, but even without taking into accou& this loop, HRMS is over 40 times faster. In order to evaluate performance, and to obtain dynamic results, the executiqn time (in cycles) of a scheduled loop has been estimated as the IIof this loop times the number of iterations this loop performs (i.e. the number of times the body of the loop is executed). For this purpose the programs of the Perfect Club have been instrumented to count iterations for the selected loops.
Further evaluation of HRMS
HRMS achieved optimal execution time (I1 = MI1 ) for 1227 loops (97.5%). On average, the scheduler achieved an I1 = 1.01 x MI1 . Considering dynamic execution time, the scheduled loops would execute at 98.4% of the maximum performance.
Once the loops have been scheduled, a lower bound on the register pressure of the loops (MaxLive) can be found by computing the maximum number of values that are alive at any cycle of the schedule. This section approximates the register requirements by this lower bound4. Lifetimes of loop variants start when the producer is issued and end when the last consumer is issued. Loop invariants are produced before entering the loop and are alive during all the execution of the loop, requiring one register each one during the execution of the loop.
Since an scheduler can only reduce the register requirements due to loop variants, Figure 11 compares the register requirements of them for both schedulers. On average HRMS requires 87% of the registers required by the Top-Down scheduler. Even though there are few loops requiring a high number of registers, loops with a high number of registers represent an imFor an extensive discussionof the problem of allocatingregisters for software-pipelined loops refer to [21] . The allocation strategies presented in this paper almost always achieve the MaxLive lower bound. In particular, the wands-only strategy using end-fit with adjacency ordering never requires more than MaxLive + 1 registers. portant amount of the execution time of the Perfect Club (see [15] ). Figure 12 shows the dynamic register requirements (i.e. each loop has been weighted by its execution time) of loop variants for both schedulers.
Most machines store loop variants and loop invariants are stored in the same register file, so their combined register pressure is also of interest. Figure 13 shows the dynamic register requirements of loop variants plus loop invariants. Notice that about 20% (it varies depending on the scheduler) of the cycles is spent in loops requiring more than 64 registers and 45% of the cycles is spent in loops requiring more than 32 registers.
Given that actual machines have a limited number of registers (generally 32), it is also of interest to evaluate the effect on performance of loop variants plus loop invariants when there is a fixed amount of available registers. Figure 14 shows the execution time of the loops scheduled with both schedulers when there are infinite, 64 and 32 registers available. When a loop requires more than the available number of registers, spill code has been added [15] and the loop has been rescheduled. Notice that the code generated by HRMS is about 43% faster in a machine with 64 registers and about 21% faster in a machine with 32 registers for the assumed architecture. We can also observe that the code generated by HRMS for a machine with 32 registers runs almost as fast as the code generated by the Top-Down scheduler for a machine with 64 registers.
Conclusions
This paper has presented Hypernode Reduction Modulo Scheduling (HRMS), a novel and effective technique for resource-constrained software pipelining. HRMS can deal with loops containing loop-carried dependences and attempts to optimize the initiation in- terval while reducing the register requirements of the schedule.
HRMS pre-orders the nodes of the dependence graph before scheduling them. The ordering function gives priority to recurrence circuits, in order not to penalize the initiation interval. In addition, nodes are ordered in such a way, that when a node is scheduled, the scheduling contains at least a reference node (a predecessor or a successor). The ordering step guarantees that (except in the special case of recurrence circuits) only predecessors or successors of the current node are already scheduled, but not both of them.
Nodes are scheduled after being ordered. The scheduling step schedules a node as soon as possible if it has predecessors already scheduled, and schedules a node as late as possible if it has successors already scheduled. Scheduling nodes in this way shortens lifetimes of loop variants, and therefore reduces the register requirements of the schedule.
The usefulness of HRMS has been empirically established by applying it to several loops taken from common scientific benchmarks. We have compared our schedules with three leading methods, namely Govindarajan et al. SPILP integer programming formulation, Huff's Slack Scheduling and Wang et al. FRLC scheduling. Our schedules exhibit significant improvement in performance in terms of initiation interval and buffer requirements compared to FRLC, and a significant improvement in the initiation interval when compared to Slack lifetime sensitive heuristic. We obtained similar results as SPILP, which required up to two orders of magnitude more computing time to obtain the schedules.
Finally we provided an exhaustive evaluation of HRMS using 1258 loops from the Perfect Club Benchmark Suite. HRMS generates schedules that are optimal in terms of IIfor 97.4% of the loops. The preordering step has a minimal impact on the scheduling time. HRMS has been also compared with a TopDown scheduler that does not care about the register requirements. It has been shown that, when there is a limited number of registers, HRMS has a big performance advantage.
